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Abstract—Medical school admissions have undergone a
drastic change in the past decade with increasing awareness
about issues of professionalism and a lack of diversity among
physicians. These problems are also arising among engineers,
where issues of communication, ethics, and cultural competency
are beginning to be identified across the profession. Over the
years, the traditional admissions process into medical school has
been identified to be particularly problematic, as it places a
strong emphasis on the cognitive competencies of incoming
students, but frequently neglects their non-cognitive
competencies or professionalism. The same parallel can be drawn
for admission into engineering programs, where the process
strongly focuses on cognitive abilities (GPA, standardized test
scores) and less so on the non-cognitive skills. In this paper, we
suggest various tools to promote the shift to the assessment of
professionalism in engineering admissions to ensure that the
profession will keep up with the future needs of the population.

the challenges to assessment of professional skills applicable
equally to both sets of schools. The challenges are categorized
by their source – emanating from test-takers, test parameters,
and environmental factors. Section 3 will present assessment
tools to face down those challenges, divided between tests that
have demonstrated enough data to support their use, and tests
that hold at least some promise, but are still too early in
development to have garnered enough data to support their use.
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The first critical change towards modern medical schools in
the United States was the Carnegie Foundation’s 1910 Flexner
Report [1]. Among other key recommendations, the Flexner
Report launched American medical schools away from
homespun remedies towards the objectivity of the scientific
method. The scientific method required cognitive skills that
homespun remedies did not. Flexner had reported the not
uncommon medical school practice of admitting students
lacking a high school diploma, whose success on high school
“equivalency exams” run by local medical school admissions
officers may have had more to do with the applicant’s wallet
than his/her intellectual capacity. As medical schools changed,
so did their admissions criteria, with the implementation of
what would later become the Medical College Admissions Test
(MCAT) [2].

I.

INTRODUCTION

There have been dramatic changes in medical school
admissions over the last 20 years, sharing with engineering
schools a parallel direction of burgeoning emphasis placed on
professional skills assessment. Medical schools differ from
their engineering counterparts in terms of precipitating factors
and resource allocation, identification of the challenges in test
design, and extent of progress and implementation.
This paper is meant as a guide to the transformation of
student selection for medical schools over the last two decades,
particularly how the details of that transformation translate to
engineering schools. At the outset, Section 1 describes the
contrast in precipitating factors and resource allocation,
between medical and engineering schools, which in part
explains how their common cause towards professional skills
assessment has taken different paths. Section 2 will identify
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II.

PRECIPANTS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
PROFESSIONALISM

While the precipitants for increasing emphasis on student
professionalism for both medical and engineering schools is an
understandably convoluted affair, the most dominant driver for
each is different. For medicine, the chief precipitant has been
accountability; for engineering, market forces.

Once standardized tests of knowledge were instituted in the
first half of the 20th century, only high cognitive performers
have been accepted to competitive professions like medicine
and engineering. The unanticipated corollary became evident

by the 1950’s – a study in the Annals of Medicine from
Washington D.C. reported that the vast majority of complaints
against medical practitioners were related to lapses in
professionalism [3], a finding punctuated over fifty years later
by a more nation-wide study revealing that lapses in
professionalism accounted for roughly 95% of medical state
boards’ disciplinary actions against physicians [4]. During the
same era, through political means (prompted by a failed
doctors’ strike in Ontario in 1986), regional and then national
governments influenced national regulatory bodies to define
practitioner competencies in a rising wave of documents
demanding greater accountability [5].
The first of these was CanMEDS 2000 [6]; its required
competencies included medical knowledge but were more
predominantly professional competencies – ability to behave
ethically, and to act towards patients and co-workers as skilled
communicators, collaborators, and managers. CanMEDS 2000
was soon followed by a rising wave of documents focusing on
accountability. For medicine in the United States, its parallels
came from the Accreditation Committee for Graduate Medical
Education (ACGME) [7] and later from the Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC) [8]. Similar documents
have emerged in near lockstep for schools of engineering. In
1996, the ABET engineering criteria, also known as
Engineering Criteria 2000 [9], was approved. Of the 11 skills
identified, six could more reasonably be described as
professional skills (briefly identified as teamwork, ethics,
communication, commitment to lifelong learning, and
understanding of societal impact and of contemporary issues).
More recently, a collaborative endeavor of the United States
Department of Labor and the American Association of
Engineering Societies describes a multi-tier approach to
engineering education [9]. Tier 1 describes the personal
effectiveness competencies of integrity, professionalism,
dependability and reliability, adaptability and flexibility,
interpersonal skills, ability and willingness to learn, and
motivation. Tier 2 includes communication, and Tier 3
includes teamwork, customer focus, and problem-solving and
decision-making.
The lists of professional skills categorized for both
physician and engineer training are remarkably similar.
However, the predominant precipitant for engineering schools
has not been accountability but rather market forces – supply
and demand. The supply of graduating skilled engineers has
risen dramatically [10], with significant labor force entry from
emerging economies in the Far East (Taiwan, Korea, China)
and South Asia (India). At the same time, demand is not so
much shrinking as changing. Automation of non-client-facing
work previously done by live engineers has shifted greater
attention toward client-facing practice; increased project
complexity requires greater teamwork between a widening
spectrum of co-workers. Both factors have enhanced the value
of professionalism.
As Sections 2 (obstacles to assessment of professionalism)
and Section 3 (solution for assessment of professionalism)
present, medical education studies greatly exceed engineering
education studies in defining the overall literature, despite
similar goals. There are a number of causes for this
discrepancy. While both accountability and market forces are

powerful precipitants, the former is more readily treated with a
sense of urgency due to sensationalized reports in the media
(e.g. Harold Shipman [11]); slow and inexorable market
changes rarely merit front page news. Medicine has had the
longer lead-in time, commencing in the 1950’s [3]. Medical
schools commonly have well-resourced divisions of education,
often staffed by quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methodology researchers with a diversity of backgrounds in
psychology and other humanities. Thankfully, none of the
research and development conducted in this area is unique to
medical schools. All is applicable to engineering schools, as
the upcoming sections make clear.
III.

OBSTACLES TO THE ASSESSMENT OF PROFESSIONALISM

There is a bewildering array of available tests designed to
measure professional skills. The options can be greatly
simplified by discarding all those that are subject to critical
obstacles. To the casual observers’ benefit, this will greatly
narrow the field of newly emerging measures but may also
exclude some traditional tests which have been trusted
intuitively. The ten obstacles listed are categorized by their
source – test-taker parameters, test parameters, environmental
parameters.
A. Test-taker parameters, i.e. Manipulability
1) Response Distortion: When the stakes are high, testtakers will be more prone to distort their responses to present
their candidacy in a more favorable light. Surprisingly, not all
measures are designed to thwart this activity. At their core,
both reference letters and personal statements encourage
response distortion. Applicants select referees who are most
biased in their favor and seek edits (and sometimes wholesale
ghost-writing) to portray themselves with the greatest degree
of positive bias in personal statements. Unsurprisingly,
therefore, literature reviews have demonstrated an absence of
predictive validity for these measures [12]. Less obviously,
some test designs simply cannot overcome test-taker ability to
distort. When used for low stakes (e.g., career development
purposes), Big Five Factor personality testing demonstrates a
reasonable correlation with future job performance [13], but in
dozens of studies has been found to be vulnerable to response
distortion when used for higher stakes purposes (selection to
professional schools) [14]. Numerous tools have been created
to combat response distortion (e.g., Balanced Inventory of
Desired Responding), with limited success [15]. However,
seemingly innocent adjustments in test format can have
dramatic impact on the level of response distortion. For
example, in a situational judgment test, asking test-takers
“what would you do” rather than “what should be done” will
increase levels of response distortion [16]. In contrast, when
responses do not have a clear right or wrong answer, this can
help reduce the effects of response distortion [17].
2) Cheating: Cheating is a widespread phenomenon across
university campuses, and is more likely for higher stakes
examinations, and lowered threat of being caught [18]. This is
of particular concern for unproctored online tests, though

research has surprisingly shown that cheating is more
prevalent in live courses over online courses [19].
Additionally, there are numerous steps that can be
implemented to discourage cheating in an online setting, such
as randomizing the sequence of test questions to each
individual test taker, revealing the next question only after the
response window for the preceding question has closed, and
only allowing the test to be completed within a particular time
frame [20]. Recent technological advancements have also
allowed for more novel and sophisticated ways to detect
cheating, such as through the capturing of keystroke
signatures, automated face detection, and voice identification.
As technology continues to improve, threats of online cheating
will continue to recede.
3) Coaching Effect: The rise in popularity of high-stakes
testing simultaneously increases the popularity of preparatory
guides and courses whose purpose is to inform test takers
about test content and provide study materials to optimize
their performance [21]. While claims of significant gains
accrued through preparatory test programs are likely inflated
[22, 23], even small gains could be seen as socially regressive,
as more advantaged applicants can avail themselves of such
programs to a greater extent than their less advantaged peers
as these preparatory tools tend to be associated with
significant financial cost. However, certain modifications in
the test parameter has been shown to reduce coaching effects.
For instance, increasing the difficulty of the test can
sometimes negate, or even reverse, coaching effects, as
demonstrated in a study of situational judgment test coaching
[24]. Coaching also seems to be less effective for tests of
personal attributes (like the multiple mini-interview, described
below) as compared to cognitive tests [22]).
4) Practice Effect:
Practice effect, sometimes also
referred to as a retest effect, refers to test score changes after
prior exposure to an identical or alternate form of this test
[24]. In other words, test-taker scores can increase simply as a
result of having previously taken the test before. Most
standardized tests of cognitive skills demonstrate higher scores
for those taking the test for the second time (SAT study; [22]).
The same is not yet clearly true for measures of professional
skills, with mixed reports over its existence in the literature
[22, 26].
B. Test Parameters: Psychometrics
5) Construct Deficiency: It is important to ensure that a
broad range of topics are covered by an assessment to avoid
blind spots. For instance, a comprehensive math test which
only covers linear algebra would likely be construct deficient,
as it does not cover other topics that are pivotal for math
abilities, such as geometry and calculus. In a similar vein, no
credibility would be attached to an SAT consisting of only a
few questions, as intuitively we know that one needs a large
number of biopsies of applicant knowledge set to adequately
measure their cognitive skills. This is also true for noncognitive skills, as an individual’s ability to communicate,

collaborate, or act ethically in one situation does not
necessarily translate to other situations. Any one individual
will vary greatly in their professional performance between
one context and another, yet large stock is often placed on
one-on-one or panel interviews with limited data points
provided. Correlation between independent interview scores is
appallingly low (0.20 on a scale of 0 to 1), raised to low (0.4)
with highly standardized questions and professionally trained
interviewers [27], but still falling well short of the level of
reliability (> 0.90) recommended for career-altering decisions
[28].
6) Self-Report Bias: While response distortion is usually
thought of as intentional, self-assessment, intended as accurate
contributes a more pernicious form of response distortion. In
repeated studies, typically 80 - 90% of drivers believe that
they are no less skilled than the average (50th percentile)
driver on the road [29]. Of even greater concern, the very
worst performers are the ones most likely to overestimate their
skill level [30]. Yet many assessment tools on offer continue
to depend upon self-report accuracy. The accuracy of selfreports can be improved when self-evaluations are specific to
a particular domain, objective, and low in complexity [31], but
these parameters can be difficult to attain in a high-stakes
context.
7) Construct Validity: Construct validity refers to the
extent in which an assessment measures the intended
construct, and is of the utmost of importance for selection
researchers. A “math” test which does not assess math abilities
would be futile, regardless of its other psychometric
properties. There are multiple different ways in which
construct validity can be assessed. The strongest support of
construct validity is predictive validity – that the scores on the
test is able to predict meaningful future outcome, i.e. to
correlate with other measures reflective of the same intended
construct. Yet the more common method in which construct
validity is assessed is through face validity, or stakeholder
perceptions, where test-takers and key stakeholders (program
directors, industry experts) assess whether the content of the
test is measuring what it is intended to measure. This is done
not because face validity is more accurate (it is decidedly not)
but because it is more readily accessible. While it might be
reasonable to use face validity as a placeholder until
correlation with measures of the same construct become
available, there must be a plan to determine those correlations
over time. For instance, it would be unreasonable for a physics
professor to be required to prove that the cumulative physics
test at the end of the course will predict student’s performance
on the job after they graduate, but there should be a plan in
place to collect that data to help inform future curricular
changes.
C. Environmental Parameters: i.e. Educational / Social /
Cultural Setting
8) Subgroup differences: Differences in mean test scores
between groups constrain diversity and widening access. For

the United States, historically under-represented groups
include African-American and Hispanic-Latino, but another
group relevant to engineering schools are females [32]. All
three groups tend to have minor to moderately lower mean test
scores on both science grade point average (GPA) and
standardized cognitive tests. Similar group effects are
inconsistently seen on some but not all tests of professional
skills; on occasion, the male / female group effect has even
been reversed, with females outperforming males [33, 34].
9) Stakeholder perceptions: Some selection practices
persist in common use despite overwhelming evidence to
demonstrate their uselessness, or worse, negative impact.
Perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is the
widespread use of file review. Compared to simple formulaic
(mechanistic) methods, file review (holistic) methods have a
century long history of worse predictive validity, from original
studies on repeat offenders among parolees [35], through
prediction of future academic success [36], to a literature
review of 136 independent studies [37].
10) Resource Demands: As noted in the engineering
educational literature [38], validated tests of professional skills
require resources that all too often outstrip the capacity of the
schools and/or applicants. It would not be feasible for an
engineering program to administer an assessment which would
require the investment of more resources (e.g., financial cost,
personnel) than is available to them. It is also important to
consider the cost to applicants, as higher financial barriers to
entry will detract students from lower-SES backgrounds to
apply to the program.
IV.

SOLUTIONS FOR ASSESSMENT OF PROFESSIONALISM
FOR ENGINEERING

There are numerous ways in which professionalism is
assessed at the time of admissions for medical programs –
many of which can extend to admissions for engineering
schools. Below we highlight a few of the tools which show the
most promise for use in engineering admissions.
A. Measures that have Strong Support
1) Multiple Mini-Interview (MMI): Many (typically 6 –
12) short (typically 5 – 8 minute) interviews conducted in a
circuit by multiple students and multiple interviews in rotating
“speed-dating” fashion avoids the obstacles above with the
exception of resource demands [39], a problem which may be
reduced, in part, by conducting the live interviews online
(skype MMI) [40]. With respect to subgroup differences,
some but not all MMIs have demonstrated higher mean test
scores for females than males [41]. The strongest support for
the use of MMIs come from the wealth of evidence
demonstrating their ability to predict both short-term outcomes
in medical school (e.g., preclerkship performance [42]) and
long-term outcomes (e.g., national licensing exam [43]).
2) Selected-response SJT (SJT-sr): SJTs are typically in
the selected-response format, where respondents are presented
with a hypothetical scenario and then provided with a list of

possible responses, to which the test-takers select the best
response, or rate the effectiveness of each response. The
history of SJTs have spanned over 50 years, used initially for
selecting military personnel, and more recently and more
broadly extended to employee selection [44], and finally most
recently for school admissions, particularly medical schools
(e.g. United Kingdom Clinical Aptitude Test includes an SJT
[45]). Multiple studies generally demonstrate moderately
strong psychometric properties and mild to moderate
correlations with subsequent performance on measures of the
same construct (interpersonal course grades [46]; supervisory
ratings [45]) and in clinical practice [46]). While SJTs
typically tend to incur high costs upfront for test blueprinting
and item development, they are usually cost-effective,
particularly for SJT-sr, as its scoring is automated so results
can be obtained immediately. Of concern, subject matter
experts must agree to the correctness of the responses in
advance, and their agreement is attainable only when the
answers are straightforward [47]. Straightforward for the
subject matters experts means straightforward for the testtakers. One study even showed that test-takers can correctly
answer SJT-sr questions without having been presented with
the scenario [48]. Test-taker scores on SJT-srs in a high-stakes
context cluster at the upper spectrum, making it difficult to
separate the “excellent” applicant from the “good” applicant
[49]. Other concersn exist for selected response SJTs. They
are more vulnerable to coaching effects [50], and at times can
demonstrate fairly substantial subgroup differences [51].
3) Constructed response Situational Judgment Test (SJTcr) – SJT-crs have some distinct advantages over SJT – sr
(non-straightforward task, so no skewing of scores upward,
nor socially regressive coaching effect; smaller or reversed
subgroup differences) [50, 52], but as the ratings cannot be
automated, its widespread use has occurred only recently with
technological advancements brought to bear to limit its
otherwise considerable resource requirements. The most
popular SJT-cr for medical admissions is CASPer®, which
provides test-takers with a situation in which they are told the
part they play, following which they have five minutes to type
responses to three probing questions relevant to the situation
[53]. There are 12 sections of the CASPer® test, 8 video
format and 4 written presentation, to which test-takers must
respond, and each section’s set of three questions’ responses is
evaluated by a different rater to provide 12 independent
scores. Unlike the MMI where programs are required to
recruit their own raters, the CASPer® test is rated by a
centralized pool of raters who are recruited from a diverse set
of stakeholders in the profession and in the community.
Raters are then subject to training, accreditation, and
monitoring of their performance. Taking advantage of
technological advances, it is possible to provide test-taker
scores to programs less than 3 weeks from test date, for
numbers of test-takers exceeding 3,000 per day [54]. Mean
test scores are higher for females than males, and group effects
disadvantaging African-Americans and Hispanic-Latinos is

markedly smaller, though not absent, compared to traditional
methods of cognitive assessment [34]. Research to date
demonstrates moderate correlation with subsequent
performance on measures of the same construct (licensure
scores on the personal competency subsections [55].
B. Measures that show Some Potential
1) Structured Interview: Interviews are typically
conducted in an unstructured format, where there is little
consistency from one candidate to another, from one
interviewer to another, and from one setting to another. With
so many sources for bias, interview scores are generally highly
unreliable. However, when interviews become more structured
– by assigning set questions to be asked for every candidate,
gathering ratings of candidates from a panel of independent
interviewers, using scoring rubrics, standardizing interview
training and performance monitoring – their reliability tends to
improve [56]. While unstructured interviews are poor
predictors of job performance, structured interviews predict
for future performance mildly to moderately. Despite the
strong support for the MMI, most medical schools have
adopted the structured interview, as programs often do not
have the capacity to conduct an MMI (e.g., multiple rooms,
professional actors, at least 10 interviewers per candidate).
Results from an American multi-institutional study shows that
subgroup differences on structured interviews tend to mimic
those on the MMI [58], and the two scores do tend to correlate
with one another [59], though more recent results have
tempered expectations, as only the MMI scores, and not the
structured interview scores, were predictive of internship
performance [60]. Despite the popularity of structured
interviews further improvements would be required to
commend its use for high stakes decision-making.
2) Standardized Video Interviews: One of the major
barriers to in-person interviews is its cost, both for programs
and for applicants. Programs are required to find an
appropriate space to conduct interviews with hundreds of
students, while students are often required to fly around the
world to complete their interviews. In an effort to alleviate this
burden, organizations have attempted to utilize technology to
their advantage. For instance, MMIs have also been attempted
to be conducted online, with positive preliminary results on its
reliability, but predictive validity for the online version
remains unclear [40]. The AAMC has begun pilot testing the
Standardized Video Interview for admission into emergency
medicine, where applicants are videotaped online, and respond
to approximately five questions, each response following a
three-minute period for applicants to consider each question.
Unlike the skype MMI, the responses are scored
asynchronously. However, as the assessment was just recently
introduced, it is still in the pilot phase of research and its
psychometric properties remains to be seen [60].
3) Assessment Centers: Assessment centers are similar to
the MMIs in that potential candidates are asked to attend a
central location where everyone will be screened through a

battery of assessment tools, including questionnaires,
interviews, SJTs, and behavioral stations. This approach
provides a more comprehensive assessment of applicants, with
assessments typically across a wide set of constructs.
Assessment centers have been used in Israel for their medical
school admissions, with promising results demonstrating their
high reliability [61]. However, their cost tends to be extremely
high as multiple assessment methods need to be made
available and sufficient space is necessary to deliver these
assessments. When applicants from diverse geographic areas
are to be assessed, resource demands placed upon applicants
and/or schools may become prohibitive.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the challenges faced by postsecondary
undergraduate educational engineering programs have been
addressed by medical schools with good results, and advances
in technology are playing an increasing part of the solutions.
Enhanced diversity for gender, race and ethnicity, cheaper test
costs for applicants with limited resources, assessment tests of
personal competencies with reliability and predictive validity,
are all now part of the framework for medical trainee selection,
while work is ongoing to create ever more options for the
future. For engineering schools, the opportunities are ready
and waiting.
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